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Text #1 is divided into major mental pictures. Read it to yourself. Then underline or
highlight the words and phrases that identify the main ideas and key details.

In the first read of Text #1, it is important to locate and focus on the key terms that carry
the message of the text. How do the words the author chooses help explain his/her style
and values or beliefs about the topic?

No.

Key terms

Ex

executed

1

deported

2

lynched

3

prevailed

4

repatriation

5

surrendered

6

valiantly

2+ synonyms and a definition

Role in the text

In the left column, write a description of what each mental picture on the right means.
The mental pictures mean ...

mental

mental

Continued on next page ...

The Alamo and Ethnic Tension

After the first read of Text #1, you have a basic understanding of the text. It is time to
evaluate how clearly the author presents informational elements in the text. Refer to the
text to respond to each element.
Element 1 Author's Purpose ..
In 1-2 sentences, explain what the author intends this text to help you understand.

Element 2 Main Ideas..
In 1-2 sentences, identify the ideas most important to the text. Explain how clearly they are presented.

Element 3 Text Structure .
In 1-2 sentences, explain how the text structure makes the article easy to understand (cause-effect, character
sketch, compare-contrast, news report, problem-solution, and sequence).

Element 4 Examples (includes visual or graphic aids) ...
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the author emphasizes an idea with an example or visual aid.

Element 5 Key Vocabulary (academic, subject, or technical terms) ..
In 1-2 sentences, describe what words or phrases the author uses to help you understand the importance of the
details in the text.

Element 6 Conclusion (section of the text that completes the main idea)..
In 1-2 sentences, describe how the final section of the text helped you understand the author's purpose.

Answer each question below with a detailed sentence.
What Text #1 says ...

Based on your reading of
selected responses to help lock in your understanding of the text.

Which of the following describes the Alamo?
A. a large military compound used to defeat the Mexican Army
B. a Mexican military base used to attack the Texan soldiers
C. a battle site where Texan soldiers prevailed over Mexican soldiers
D. a battle site where Mexican soldiers, led by General Santa Anna, prevailed over Texan
soldiers

Which choice below would BEST replace prevailed in this article?
A. predicted the future
B. they lost
C. hid in the wilderness
D. defeated their opponent

Which line from the text BEST explains that ethnic tensions continued between Texans and
Mexicans following the Alamo?
A.
s at the Tuskegee Institute estimate the number of Mexicans lynched between 1848
and 1928 were at least 597
B.
C.
xan soldiers withdrew into interior
D.

Which choice below would BEST replace valiantly in this article?
A. cowardly
B. bravely and honorably
C. cruel and recklessly
D. without a plan, hid in the wilderness

The Alamo and Ethnic Tension,
responses to this writing prompt.

The Writing Prompt
Ethnic tensions between Mexicans and Texans have existed since the Battle of the Alamo. What
events in history contributed to this tension? Use evidence (detail, key terms, and ideas) from the
text to support your answer.

The 2-point Rubric
Pts

The response achieves the following ...

2

Gives sufficient evidence of how to analyze the central idea of an informational text
Adequately explains the central idea with clear relevant evidence from the text
Explains how it fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text
Includes specific examples/details that make clear reference to the text.

1

Gives limited evidence of how to analyze the central idea of an informational text
Attempts a vague explanation of the central idea with little evidence from the text
Explains how it fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text
Includes vague examples/details from the remaining text.

0

Gives no evidence of analyzing the central idea of an informational text, no explanation of
Its central idea.
How either fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text.
Specific examples/details that make clear reference to the text.

Sample of Constructed Responses
Teacher expectations: Write at least 3-4 sentences and use at least 2-3 key terms from the Word Study in
your response.
Text #1 key terms: deported, executed, lynched, prevailed, repatriation, surrendered, valiantly

2
points

1
point
0
points

Text #2 is related to Text #1 in a way that you will soon discover. As you read "The
California Gold Rush and Ethnic Tension" highlight words and phrases that identify the
main ideas and key details.

You studied and responded to Text #1 and Text #2 separately. Then you completed
selected responses about how they relate. It is now time to construct a response to both
texts using the writing prompt below.

The Writing Prompt
What is the MOST LIKELY reason the author chose to examine the Battle of the Alamo and the
California Gold Rush together? Use evidence (details, key terms, and ideas) from the text to
support your answer.

The 2-point Rubric
Pts

The response achieves the following ...

2

Gives sufficient evidence of the ability to analyze how two informational texts relate
Clearly determines and summarizes the central idea of two texts and explains the support for the central idea
Selects parts of each text that illustrate similarities in the two texts
Includes specific examples/details that make clear reference to both texts
Adequately explains the purpose and contributions of each text to the relationship of the two texts.

1

Gives limited evidence of the ability to analyze how two informational texts relate
Determines and generally mentions the central ideas of two texts and support for the central idea
Includes vague or limited examples/details that make references to the texts
Explains the purpose and contributions of related parts of both texts with vague/limited information from the texts.

0

One of 3 options that give no evidence of analyzing how two informational texts relate
Gives no evidence of determining the central idea of two texts or explains the support for a central idea.
States that the texts relate, but includes no examples/details from the texts.
Mentions the contributions of each text to the pair but includes no relevant information.

Sample of Constructed Responses
Teacher expectations: Write at least 3-4 sentences and use at least 2-3 key terms from each of the word studies
in your response.
Text #1 key terms: deported, executed, lynched, prevailed, repatriation, surrendered, valiantly
Text #2 key terms: 49ers, bandits, Chinese Exclusion Act, discriminatory, diversity, immigrant, rugged

2
points

1
point
0
points

You analyzed and responded to Text #1 and Text #2 separately. Then you completed
selected responses and a constructed response about how the two texts relate. It is time to
write an extended response that examines the relationship between Text #1 and Text #2
fully.

The Writing Prompt
Think about: "
They presented accounts of important events in U.S .history that changed the geography and social
makeup of our country. It is time to reflect on the following questions:
What caused tension? How did Americans react? How was the law used to oppress certain ethnic and
racial groups?
Write about: Write an opinion essay in your own words that convinces readers that either Texas or
California did a better job of handling racial and ethnic tensions than the other. Use evidence (details, key
terms, and ideas) from both texts to support your answer.

Be sure to
Introduce your claim.
Support your claim with logical reasoning and relevant evidence from the texts.
Acknowledge and address alternate or opposing claims.
Organize the reasons and evidence logically.
Use words, phrases, and clauses to connect your ideas and to clarify the relationships among
claims, counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
Establish and maintain a formal style.
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument
presented.
Check your work for correct usage, grammar, spelling, and capitalization.

The 7-point Rubric

Opinion

Idea Development, Organization, and Coherence (4 points)
Trait
Idea Development,
Organization and
Coherence
This trait examines
your ability to 1)
establish an opinion,
2) support it with
logical reasons
based on 3)
evidence from the
text(s), 4) elaborate
the opinion with
examples, illustrations, facts, and
other details, and 5)
address an opposing
claim
effectively. It
assesses how well
you 1) integrate the
information from the
text(s) into your
own words and 2)
arrange ideas and
supporting
evidence in order to
help your
opinion hold
together.

Score

4

3

2

Descriptors Mark traits that best describe student writing.
Your response is a well-developed opinion that relates and supports a point of view
based on a reading text.
Effective, engaging introduction of a topic and statement of an opinion
Elaboration of opinion with factual details, examples, and/or illustrations
Effective grouping of reasons
Effective words and phrases link opinions and reasons
Strong concluding statement or section follows the opinion clearly.
Your response is a complete argument that examines a topic and presents a point of view
based on the text.
Adequate introduction of a topic and statement of an opinion
Some grouping of reasons
Some words and phrases link opinions and reasons
Adequate concluding statement or section.
Your response is an incomplete or oversimplified argument that introduces a topic, but
only partially supports a point of view.
Attempted introduction of a topic and statement of an opinion
Few words and phrases link opinions and reasons
Weak concluding statement or section.

1

0

Your response is a weak attempt to write an argument that examines a topic; it does not
support a point of view.
Introduction of a claim and opposing claim unclear
Grouping of reasons minimal, vague, or missing
No words and phrases link claims and reasons
Minimal or no concluding statement or section.
Your response is completely irrelevant, off point, or non-existent.
A mere copy of the text in the prompt.
Inclusion of too much of text from the passage(s) that there is not sufficient original
work to be scored.

Options for arranging an extended writing response (circle one)
Opinion

Causeeffect

Characte
r Sketch

Comparecontrast

Explain a
Process
Problemsolution
Other
________
________

Teacher model of an extended-writing response
Teacher expectations: Write at least 2-3 paragraphs, use at least 2-3 key terms from each of the word studies, and cite
evidence from both texts in your response.
Text #1 key terms: deported, executed, lynched, prevailed, repatriation, surrendered, valiantly
Text #2 key terms: 49ers, bandits, Chinese Exclusion Act, discriminatory, diversity, immigrant, rugged

Circle 1-2 strategies and use them to revise your first draft.
Jot and
blend
Circling
picture
sentences
Writing
leads
Writing
closes
Combining
sentences
Other
_________
_________

Identify the revision.

Fits the draft?

1

Yes

No

Too much

About right

Add more

2

Yes

No

Too much

About right

Add more

3

Yes

No

Too much

About right

Add more

4

Yes

No

Too much

About right

Add more

Circle the evaluation tool(s) that you and your PAL will use to score your
writing. Then together plan and compose a summary of what the evaluation
tool(s) helped you see about your writing.

Holistic
scoring
Opinion
Informational
Narration

Analytic
scoring
Opinion
Informational
Narration

Other
_________
__________

